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Reporting & Analytics

TRANSFORM METRICS
INTO INFORMED
BUSINESS DECISIONS.

TIMELY, ACCURATE & INSIGHTFUL REPORTING
OPTIMIZES FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE.
According to a recent Thomson
Reuters study, the medical industry
wastes $700 billion each year on
administrative inefficiency, lack
of coordination, unnecessary
care, and provider errors. The key
to avoiding this kind of waste is
adopting business intelligence tools
that help identify issues quickly
and effectively. Our sophisticated,
easy-to-use reporting and analytics
suite takes your practice data
and produces detailed reports for
quicker problem resolution and
strategic decision making.
Gain a 360-degree view of your
practice’s financial health with
smart dashboards, accurate

real-time data, easy-to-read
interactive tools, and up-to-date
month/year comparisons. Take
advantage of big data technology,
analytics, and business intelligence
to uncover hidden revenue
opportunities. You’ll be able to
see the easiest, most strategic ways
to improve your practice.
And it’s easy to use. With an intuitive
drag-and-drop interface, custom
reports can be run in seconds.
Charts and graphs can be easily
created to add visual support
for presentation purposes. Start
your remarkably easy journey to
insightful reporting right now.

FAST

In seconds, get the right data and
understand that data through
smart dashboards and elegant,
meaningful reports.

INTUITIVE

Easily build reports with
customizable features and dragand-drop functionality that saves
time and resources.

POWERFUL

Gain insight into any aspect
of your financial performance:
payer mix, A/R trends, CPT
reporting, productivity trending,
reimbursement analysis, referring
providers and more.

SOPHISTICATED & ROBUST FEATURES PRODUCE
MEANINGFUL BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE.

DASHBOARD

ON-SCREEN TIPS

A consolidated view gives an easy
reference of your overall financial health.
You can easily see all your key financial
metrics such as charges, encounters, top
carriers, aging accounts and A/R trending.

Nearly every page offers one or more
helpful hints to aid in report design and
creation with customizable filters and
report properties.

PROVIDER PRODUCTIVITY
REPORT

OPEN DATABASE
CONNECTIVITY (ODBC)

Easily identify top E&M codes, RVUs,
encounters, and procedures in order
to better evaluate productivity and
individual provider value towards your
overall revenue.

Our suite features ODBC, an open
standard application programming
interface (API), so the reporting and
analytics tools connect seamlessly
to your existing databases and
software solutions.

DRAG & DROP
TOOLS

COLLECTIONS RATIO
SUMMARY

Create custom reports with supporting
graphs and charts on the fly with
drag-and-drop ease. Easily add filters
for carrier, diagnosis, CPT, patient details,
and more. Any report can be exported
to Excel and PDF.

Calculate your collections ratio month
over month for the past 12 months.
See charges, payments, adjustments,
as well as gross and net collection
ratios. Evaluate how much you are
collecting versus what you are billing.

ON-SCREEN TIPS
Nearly every page offers one or more
helpful hints to aid you in creating reports
for the first time, adding filters and
customizing report properties.
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